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Abstract 

The objective of tllis Paper is to discuss 
gyroplane stability and controllability. Its aim is to 
describe tl1e contribution of the results to the 
development of the new ainvorthincss design standard 
BCAR Section T. The literature on gyroplane !light h<1s 
not hitherto addressed stability and control. This Paper 
therefore makes a clear contlibution to the field, and its 
novelty is enhanced tlu·ongh the use or the inverse 
simulation method, and n sophisticated and 
comprehensive non~linenr incliviclual blndefblnde 
element rotorcrnft mathemmical model. 

1. Introduction 

A major programme of research funded by the 
U.K. Civil Aviation Authority into gyroplane 
airworthiness rmd Jlight safety has been underway at the 
University of Glasgow since November 1993. The 
aims of the research were to examine ovroplanc 
stability and controllabilitv from a rati~nal and 
scientific basis; to dcvclo1; a tool that can be used to 
support studies into gyropla1le stability; nnclto support 
the development of a new airworthiness design st<1ndarcl 
in the liT:, BCAR Section T [1]. The programme or 
work has involved four princip<1l clements: 

1. A data gathering e:\ercise, including wind tunnel 
tests on a typical gyroplane airframe, has been 
performed to allow generic rotorcrart models to be 
configured ns gyroplanes. 

2. Parametric studies were conducted to explore 
sensiti\'itv of stnbilitv and contro!labilit\' to a Yariety 
of design. features. . · 

3. Right tests on a comprchcnsiYciV instrumented 
aircraft to allow validation of th~ models ha1·c just 
been prepmed. 

4. A parametric study using the ,·ali elated individual 
blade model, will allow an assessment of the impact 
of operational and design parameters on 
airworthiness and !light safety. 

Although the class of aircraft known as 
gyroplanes (or autogyros) helped to pan: the w11y for 
the development of the helicopter, they ha\'e found !lO 

application in contemporary commercial or military 
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a\'iation. It is in recreational or sport llvino that the 
gyropla.ne has pro\'ed popular. r.--Iost if ;1ot ~II designs 
ru·e however homebuilts, nnd as a consequence the 
depth of analysis of the I)VC 1S flight mechanics is 
limited bv the absence of the nwthemntical modellino 
and simuiation fncilities avnibble to mnjor aerospac; 
organisations. The S\tldy or gyroplnne !light mechanics 
is hO\\'e\·er timely, in the light of the accident rate 
su!Terccl by the aircraft. For C.'\amplc, in the U.K., there 
\\'CJ'C 6 fatnl gyropJnnc accidents in the peliod 1989~91, 
[2]. This, together with the increase in light gyroplane 
Jlying in the t_:.K., hns heightened interest in this c!nss 
of aircrnrt. 

This pnpcr focuses on two cnginceiing model 
simulations. Firstly, an indi\'idual blade/blade element 
model h<lS been used to examine stabi!itv and controls
fixed !light. Jn,·crsc simulation has the;1 been used to 
exam in~ control strntegies aud flight paths thnt cnn 
inllucncc rotors peed, since loss or rotors peed is a 
common feature in most light gyropl<1ne accidents. 

2. Bnckground 

The literature on gyroplnnes is consiclernble, 
Refs. 3~ 13 for example. Ho\\'ever, in a contemporary 
CO\lle.'i.t, this \\'OJ'k is !lO\\' prima1i\y of historical 
significance. It provides the basis of the understanding 
or gyroplnnc !light, but does not address the issues of 
SUlbility ;mel control. E.'\alllill<ltion or the literature 
ShO\\'.S a logical dC\'clOpllle!ll OJ' the Study Of g:yrop];UlCS, 
!'rom the elementary theory of gyropbnc tlight, to an 
analysis or aerodynamics and pcrrormance <lnd 
ultimately rotor bdw,·iour, but onlY J'or stcndy lli!!ht. 
Interest then apparently w;mcd nmi the next J()gic;l 
sl<lge in the study of the gyrop\anc i.e. Sl<lbilit\' and 
control, \\·as not examined. For cxnmp!c, the ~vork of 
Glaucrt includes the clcri,·ation of simple expressions 
for rotors peed as a function or loading and a.\in.l 
velocity, [3]. Wheatley, [9] derived e~'pressions for the 
!lapping angles required for egtlilibrium flight, 
presenting results that show how coning, longitudinnl 
and latcralllap angles Yary with !light condition. 
No\\'adnys, these analyses \\'OU!d be n.::cognisab\c as 
d<lssicaJ rotary.wing theory and analogous to that round 
in helicopter te.'\t books. \Vheatlev C\'en cxrunincd 
higher hannonic components or hiade llnpping 
bchm·iom, [I IJ. 



rotors suspended from a teeter hinge. There is no cyclic 
pitch control, the entire rotor being tilted for/aft and 
laterally to effect pitch and roll control, respectively. 
Some configurations, such as the Air & Space l8A, 
have nconventional" artkulated rotor systems, in the 
case of the 18A, with three blades. Other controls arc a 
conventional mdcler and a pusher propeller of fixed 
pitch. 

3. The Simulation of Gyroplanes 

The University of Glasgow has had over 15 years 
experience in rotorcraft flight dynamics. During this 
time a range of simulations have been developed, ru1cl 
for the cuiTent study two of these have been employed. 
A blade element/individual blade simulation is used to 
derive the stability charactelistics whilst a simplified 
disc model has been incoqJorated into the in\·erse 
simulation for studies of manocm'Iing !light. For both 
simulations it was necessn.ry to obtain a set of 
appropriate configurational data. The data used was by 
necessity representative of the aircraft which was to be 
flight tested later in the programme, the VP~·I !d 16 
Tandem Trainer, Figure 1. lvluch of the data \\'<lS 

derived from the manufncturcr's documentation, 
however it was necessary to perfonn wind tunnel tests 
to obtain aerodynamic force and moment coe!Ticieuts. 

Figure 1: The VP~1 M16 Tandem Trainer 

3.1 \Vinci Tunnel Test ina 

The tests were conducted in the 3m Low Speed 
\Vinci Tunnel of the Aeronautical Research and Test 
Institute (VZLU) of Prague in the Czech Republic. The 
tunnel is of the Gottigcn style, nnd tl 6 component 
overhead gravitational balance which \\'as used to 
measure forces (lllcl moments. The model \\'<JS none
third scale model of a VPI\·1-!\·fl.t gyroplane minus rotor 
but with powered and scaled propeller, figmc 2. A 
seiies of configurational tests \\'ere carried out including 
combinations of co\\'ling on/off, horizontal tailplane 
on/off, fin on/off and po\\'cr onion-. This allowccl the 
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effect of \'<J!ious configurational features to be assessed. 
The test range \\'as 

--lO' < 0. < -l(l .. 

-30 < [l < 30' 

-20' < o,. < 20' 

\\·here <\is the mclder dcnection, and force and moment 
coefficients \\'Crc recorded for all three axes. 

-----·------1~3~W:_______ 1 
~ -1 

,.::da at tiH1 tlain 
.ralar s 11!" 

figure 2: Wind Tunnel i\1odel of VP~1 Gyrop!nne 

3.2 The RASCAL.\ lnthcmntical ~lcxlel 

A description of the mttthematicalmodcl used in 
this study, together \\·ith the algorithms for trimming 
ancllincalising the mode!, has alrendy been presented in 
Ref. 1-J.. Key features or the model arc gi\'Cll in Table 1. 

33 The 1-lGS \ lnthemntical ~lode! 

Current work on in\'crsc simulation nt Glasgo\\' 
l:niYcrsity employs nn enhanced model, Helicopter 
Generic Simulntion (HGS), [ ISJ which is accessed by 
the im·cr~c algorithm, Helin\·. The model is nonlinear, 
ancl its main features include a multi blade description of 
m<1in rotor lbpping, dynamic in!lm\·, nn engine mcxlcl, 
and look-ttp tables for ruselrtgc aerodynamic forces and 
lllOI)JCJllS. 



Model item Characteristics 

Rotor • up to 10 inc!il-idually-
dy1ramics (both moclcllecl rigid blades 
rotors) 

• fully-coupled flap, lag and 
feather motion 

• blade attachment by offset 
hinges & sptings . lag damper 

Rotor loads • neroclynrunic and inertial 
loads represented by up to 10 
elements per blade 

Blade • lookup tables for lift and 
aerodynamics drag as function or angle-of-

attack and ~dach number 

\V akc model • momenttml-deJi,·cd dyn<1mic 
wake model . unifonn and harmouic 
components of inflow 

• rudimentary interaction \\'ith 
tai I surfaces 

• ground effect 

Transmission • coupled rotors peed and 
engine dynamics . up to 3 engines . geared or inclependent!y-
controlled rotor torque 

Airfrmne . fuselage, tail plane ami fin 
acroclynan1ics by loo"11p 
tables or polynomial 
functions 

Atmosphere . lntemation<ll Standard 
Atmosphere 

• provision for vmiation or 
sea-level tcmpcrnture and 
pressure 

Table I RASCAL Mathematical model descl"iption 

3.4 Inverse Simulation 

An inverse simulation is one in \\'hich a 
nwlhematicttl representation of n particular nHlllOCU\Te 
is used as an input to a vehicle simulation (16]. The 
nim is to calculate the control nctions required of the 
simulated vehicle to fly the defined manoeuvre. The 
nclva.ntage of this type of simulation is thnt it is possible 
to dctcnnine the response of the Yehiclc in specific 
fonns of manoeuvling flight. In the context of the 
cunent work the nim has been to simulate m:u1oeuncs 
where the \'Chicle is likely to experience rapid :me! large 
changes in rotors peed for e.\amplc, in low g conditions. 
The fnct that the gyroplnne model has been written in 
generic form is nlso significant as this allows parametric 
studies to be performed. 
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4. Stability of Gyroplanes 

The RASCAL model was applied to a paramet1ic 
study designee\ to quantify the sensitivity of gyroplane 
stability to design and operational \'ariables. It was 
discovered that the gyropla.11e has rigid-body modes that 
have the charactelistics of a con\'entional fixed wing 
aircraft i.e. oscillatory short-period pitch and phugoid 
modes in the longitudinal degree of freedom, and an 
oscillatory dutch-roll with aperiodic roll and spiral 
modes in the l<1tcral/clirectional degrees of freedom. 
Centre-of-mass position, mass, airfrrune conJiguration 
(such as absence or presence of a cowling, tail plane and 
\'Crtical fins), airspeed and rotor blade section were all 
investigated. Howe\'er, it was found that stability is 
largely insensitive to variations in these parameters with 
the exception of the vertical locntion of the centre-of
mass in relation to the propeller thmst line, Table 2. 

C.G. Rdative Time to Half 

to Propeller (Double) Pe1iod (s) 

.-lmplitude (s) 

Jin .. ·\bOY(: 5.61 29.8~ 

Ddaul t 5.07 23.92 

I 3in. Below II (2.0--i) I 12.53 

Table 2 Phugoid rnode characteristics 

It is clear that the phugoid is rendered grossly 
unstable <ls the ccntre-of-nwss is plncccl below the 
propcl!er thrust line. Perhaps this type of dynamic 
behaYiour is normally wlwt is to be expected of 
rotorcrart and the question ought really to ndclrcss why 
the phugoi<l is so stable for the other configurntions . 
The mech<mislll is unique to the gyroplnne- with the 
propeller thrust line below the centre-of-mass the large 
nose-up pitch moment can only be balnnced by the 
main rotor thrust line pnssing aft of the centre-of-mass. 
Jr it is su!Ticicntly far behind, then n speed or nng!e of 
attnck disturbance cnusing an aft tilt of the rotor will not 
be dcstahilising, Figure 3. In fact the stabilising 
in!lucnce is magnilicd t)\' the fact thnt the rotor is so 
li£llllv loaded, ;ince basic rotor theorY shows thnt this 
wiliJ;r<xlucc a lnrgc thrust change in ;·esponsc to an 
incrensc in angle or auack. This lnttcr dTect will also 
tend to augtncnt the dcstabilising eJTect of rotor !lap
back if the thrust line lies ahead of the e.g. This 
mechanism is then consistent \\'ith the apparent ncli!T
c<lgc" in phugoid swbility with small ch[mgcs in \·crtical 
e.g. position. There is circumstantial e\'iclencc to 
SU!:!£estthat handling difficulties arc indeed caused bv 
lw~'ing the propeller~ thrust line aboYc the e.g., and it i.s 
an import:lllt safety aspect since there is n trend for 
0\\·ner:-; to !it more po\\'er!'ul cngi nes ( rutd hence larger 
di<l!IH.::tcr propdlers). 



s. 

(a) Propeller Thmst Line Passing Through C.G 

T p 

(b) Propeller Thntst Line Passing Below C. G. 

Figure 3: Schematic of l\1ain Rotor Trust Line 
Relative to C.G. in Unclistm·becl and Disturbed 

Flight 

Inverse Simulation of Manoeuvring 
Gvroplane 

Inverse simulation has the nbility to predict the 
state and control time lllstoiies thnt result from a subject 
vehicle flying a spccificclmcmocuwc. An existing 
rotorcrnft in\'erse simul<1tion, Hclinv, lws been modified 
to include n gene1ic gyroplnnc model \\'hich allows the 
control and state histories of typical gyrop!anc 
configurations flying rcprcscntatiYL:: manoeU\TCS to be 
established. For exnmplc, a common problem 
CllCOUHtcred during the JlHlllOCtnTing or gyroplancs is 
the rnpid and sudden loss or rotors peed. Inverse 
simulation is an ideal tool to identify the night 
conditions where this is likely to occur and to quantify 
what rotorspeed loss can be expected. Further. inverse 
simulation can be used to identify possible control 
strategies which might allow the mnnocune to be Jlown 
whilst a\'oiding potentially cntnstrophic rotorspeed 
losses. 

An example of such a nwnocune is the upush
o\'er/pull~up11 shown in Figure ~L The altitude profile 
for the case where a height loss or 20m is experienced 
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over n distance of 200m is shown in Figure -t(n), whilst 
the resulting load factor profile when this trajectory is 
Jlown at a constant re!oeity or 60 knots is shown in 
f-igure +(b). This information can be used to "dri\'c'' 
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Distuncc (m) " 0 

~ -10 .z-
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" 
-10 

2 -20 

:;;: 
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(a) Flight Path 

1 •• 

1 .2 
2 
0 

~ 1.0 
~ 
.3 

o.e 

Time(s) 

(b) Load Factor P1·ofile 

Figure 4: Push-over/Pull~up l\'1anoeuvre 

the inYcrsc simu!ntion, <1nd \\'ith <lll appropriate set of 
conr'igurational clnta it is possible to obtain a complete 
picture of the Yehick:'s dynamic CharacteristiCS during 
the lll<UlO(;li\TC. Results ror:-~ \'l\\f \f!-J./16 arc shown 
in f-igure.:) J'or the C<JSC \\·here the 111<lllOeU\TC is 00\\'11 
at a constant Yelocity of 60 J.:uots and for the case where 
speed is allowed to increase rrom 60 knots at the entry 
or the nwnoeli\TC to 75 knots at the exit. From the plots 
it is clear that in both cases there is a huge and rapid 
decay in rotorspccd (<!ppro.\imatcly 20%) during the 
JHISh·o\·er p!wse. I 1 is also clear that this dec.ny is 
slightly lower for the constant ,·clocity mtmocmTc with 
the ac!cled benefit or snwl!cr stick and ruclcler 
displacements (albeit with more attention required on 
the throttle). These results would indic~lle thnt the 
manocune is best pcrfonncd at constant speed to 
maintain rotors peed and minimise pilot workload. 

As prc\·iousl y mentioned the generic fonnulntion 
or the nwthenwticaJ model a!lows the inlluencc or 
,·arious configurntional parameters to he assessed. Two 
such studies arc now prescntcd. 
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Figux·e 5: Inverse Simulation Results for a Push
over/Pull-up Manoeuvre 

5.1 The Effect of Tail plane on1\fanocmTc 
Response 

Figure 6 shows the inverse simulation results for 
the push-over/pull-up manoeuvre for the baseline VP.\f 
configuration with and without a tail plane. As the 
whole manoeuvre is pcrfonncd at 75 knots, and with 
YPfd possessing a relatively large tailphmc it is no 
surprise thnt the plots for both longitudinal hub tilt and 
pitch attitude me quite different for the 1\\'0 c~1scs. In 
perfonning the push-over phase of this manocu,Te the 
tail plane produces a restoring nose-up pitching moment. 
\Vhen the tail plane is removed, and the initinl pitch 
down motion (due to the initial forward stick input) is 
arrested this beneficial moment is not present and a 
large aft stick motion is required to aYoid the nose 
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dropping too low. In fact the nose down attitude 
achic\'ed is 50% greater without the tail plane, and 
occurs earlier in the mruwcune. The lmgcr 
longitudinal stick motions required to complete this 
manoeuvre are clearly ,·isiblc. 
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5.2 The Effect of Vcrticol C. G. Location on 
i'vfnnoeuvrc Response 

Results from previous simulations lun·c 
indic..1tcd that the verticttllocntion of the thrust! inc of 
the propeller with respect to the centre of gravity is a 
significant factor in dctennining the stability of a 
gyroplane. Tills can be investigated using inverse 
simulation by calculating control inputs and responses 
for the same manoeuvre flown with the thrust! inc in 
different vertical positions. The results are shown in 
Figure 7 where the nmge of thrustlinc locations is from 
20cm above the C. G. (similar to the current baseline 
value) through the C. G. itself, then to 20cm below it 
Tills of course is an umcalistic range of possible values 
for one configuration, howe\'er it will highlight the 
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effect this parameter c;m ha\'C, The main effect is that 
for thrust line locations low on the nircraft the nose· up 
pitching moment produced for a given thrust is greater. 
This can be easily obsern!d from the plot of 
longitudina.l thrust tilt which shows larger 
displacements required as the thrustline location is 
lowered. The pulse of longitnclinal stick occuning from 
1 to 3 seconds is the most significru1t portion of this 
response as it is this which reverses the pitching motion 
from clown in the push·m·er to upwards in the pull·up 
plwsc (as indicated on the pitch attitude ru1cl rate time 
histories). It should be noted that there me secondnrv 
effects such as the pitching moment due to the propc.llcr 
thmst changing sense from nose down with the 
thrustlinc nhon:: the C. G. to nose up \\"hen the thrustline 
is below the C. G. 
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Figure 7 : Inverse Simulation Results for Push-over/Pull- up Manoeuvre - Effect of Tlu·ustline Position 

6, Flight Testing 

The pmvose of the !light test progmmmc is to 
provide data suitable for model Yalicl;~tion. The nature 
of the validation has clctcrminccl the instrumentation 
requirements and experiment design. Specifically, it is 
desired to validate the rigid·hocly response of the 
aircraft across a freqncncv ran11 e of sionificnncc to the 
pilot. Accordingly, the tc;t insft·umen~tion consists of a 
digital recording system operating at 10Hz. measuring 
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rotor.spced, pilot control positions, airframe 
translational accelerations ;mel angular velocities, roll 
and pitch nttitucks nnd airspeed, angle of attack and 
sideslip from n l m long, nose· mounted a.ir dnta probe. 
The experiments encompass steady and transient 
manocm'n~s between 25 ancl 75 mph including steady 
heading sideslips as well as steady balanced flight, 
doublet and J'rcqu~ncy S\\·eep inputs on all controls. 



Figure 8: VPM M16 Gyroplane, G-BVRD, at Cr-anfield, 12 January 1995 
(Photo courtc:::y of Cr<'!nrield llni\·cr:::-ity) 

The test progrnmmc W<IS clue to start in January 
1995, but was delayed clue to the loss of the original test 
aircraft on its acceptance flight, Fig. 8. This was 
attributed to retreating blade stall on the tnkc~o!'J' nm, 
the aircraft having obtained too high a ground speed 
and insufficient rotorspcccl. It pitched up Yio\cntly and 
rolled rapidly left before impact with the ground on its 
left side. It is ironic that a programme designed to 
investigate gyropl<me airworthiness and flight safety 
should itself come to grief. Further, it is salutnry to 
consider that the accident occutTcd with n \'ery 
experienced test pilot \\'ho had conducted an in-depth 
handling test programme on the VPI'd J\ 116. During this 
earlier work, Ref. 17, measmements of rotors peed and 
phugoicl clamping and frequency were made, Tnhlc 3. 
The good cotTclation in rotors peed is most encouraging 
in view of the fact that the rotor is in nutorotation, and 
not go\'ernecllike a helicopter's. Likewise, the 
prediction of phugoicl characteristics indicates gocx! 
mode]Jing Of behaviour in YiCW Of the SCllSi l.i\'it)' of this 
mode to a wide variety of highly interactional effects. 

Time to Ha!r Rotorspccd 

Amplitude Period (s) (rpm) 

(S) 

Model 5.07 01.92 -!20 

F1i2ht II 5 13 370 

Table 3 Some Comparisons of Individual Blade 
Model Predictions with Flight 
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7. Implications for BCAR Section T 

The dynamic stability requirements or BC.-\R 
Section T nrc expressed in tcnns of short¥periocl and 
long-period damping and pctiod. \Vhi\e tests to identify 
these characteristics, and their measurement, are 
common practice for test pilots, they constitute a mode 
or opcrntion of the aircraft that other pilots will be 
unfamilinr with. In ndclition, no guidance is given as to 
ho\\' non-compliance may be addrcssccl. In fnct non
compliance nwy not imply nn unsnfc ajrcraft. Non
compliance may not be possible because oscill~Hions 
nwy not be easily iclcntiricd. 

t.:nch::r thcsl.! circumstances, it may he approplinte 
to introduce to 13CAR Section T Advisory or 
intcrprcl<ltivc matclinl to direct the builder to constmct 
a conligurationthat \\'ill lend to posses positive 
long:ituclinal swbility. The present studies indicnte that 
placing the e.g. nbO\'C the propeller thrust line is the 
only means of doing so. If incorporated, this direction 
will impact on that part of Section T dealing with 
weight and balance \\'hich ClllTently makes no pro\·ision 
for dctcnnination of e.g. position. only n line along 
which the e.g. lies. 

8. Discussion 

This Paper has summnJiscclthc salient results 
from a substantial programme of research. In terms of 
longitudinal swhility, there is no evidence to indicate a 
substanti\'C contributory i'<1ctor to the <1ccident rate with 
this class of aircraft. ltmay be the case that other 
aspects or operation such as training and experience me 
prcdomi nnti ng. 



However, the phugoicl~typc oscillation docs in 
theory couple with the rotorspced degree of freedom. 
and this may be the added dimension to gyrop!anc 
stability ruld control that produces a degree or piloting 
difficulty. Table 4 shows the longitudinal body stales 

state 

II 0.75 

\V 0.12 

q 0.02 

e 0.04 

Q 0.59 

Table 4 Unstable phugoicl oscillation modal 
characteristics 

<mel rotorspeed eigenvectors for the unswble oscillation 
given in Table 2. It is clear that the oscillation possesses 
a substantial rotors peed clement. Low~ 11 g" manocuvn::s 
me also known to reduce rotorspced, but the results 
given in Figure 4 & 5 earlier indicate that for a bob
clown type of profile, the substantial loss in rotorspccd 
(20% per 114 11g 11

) is recovered during completion or the 
manoeuvre. Of course, the piloting strategy fo!JoH'ing: a 
push-0\'Cr input may not be tO !ly this type of 
manoeuvre, and the actual strategy may result in 
c1tastrophic loss of rotorspeed. HoweYer, the c\·idence 
from these simulations is thnt the fundamental ili!!ht 
dynarnics of gyroplanes is relatively benign and \~'ithin 
the scope of nonnnl piloting ability. 

9. Conclusions 

The original aims or the rcsenrch ha\'e been 
fulfilled. The work is entirely noYcl and original in 
content, and therefore makes an importnnt contribution 
to the field. Gyroplane stability nnd controllability is in 
principle govemed by the same theory as that for 
helicopters, certainly in relntion to rotor behaviour. 
Simulations have shown that the dynamic stability or 
the gyroplane is lmgely unaffected by configt1rational 
changes other than the position of the propeller 
thrustline relative to the centre of grn,·ity. Hence, as a 
specific class of aircrnft provision of propulsi n:: thrust 
results in configurntions thnt cnn be stabilising or 
destabilising. Advisory mntcJial, which is simpler for 
owners to demonstrate compliance with, has been 
proposed for BCAR Section T that will tend to ensure 
positive longitudinal stability. 
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